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H U R R I C A N E   S E A S O N

Tell me the Lord’s no better a creator
than we are. I’ve taken things too &
moved them to what I thought were better places.
A man pats where his wallet’s supposed to be
as his groceries slide from scanner to bag.
I’m not dead, but everywhere things can kill me—
not Gustav who moved us from 501 to 503 Oak
while our doublewide showed undersides
like raunchy Madonna, or Ike who turned frogs stiff
in our front yard’s pool, not the guy who trades empties
for Marlboro money while his bag makes static
of scraped concrete, none.
     
I love what’s ramshackle in my mud-bottom heart.
I’m thankful for the high-tide spank of good luck,
for fessing up for a stubbed toe with 10 motherfucks.
But here, in this Walmart, we’re all woe-is-me.
I glance at the Missings and hold a gucked-up
quarter to each. I hold this million-muddled
Eucharist to the paper-dry mouths &
vow amidst the hurricane’s pounds
that this place deserves a crown.
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W H E N   O U R   W A T E R   T O W E R    
W A S   G R E E N 

we called it the olive in our martini sky.
If you looked at it rightway, planes
kabobbed the tower from behind
as they b-lined for heavens
everywhere but here.

We learned the word for the vroom
that came later and remembered it
for Physics quizzes by remembering
tequila hangovers and truant fathers.

Dreaming those heavens don’t cost
an Abe Lincoln penny and is freer
than getting sauced off Natty Light
or a drive-in feature, or getting sauced
off Natty Light before a drive-in feature.

It was green and said QUEEN CITY
OF BAYOU TECHE. Proud as a salesman
selling you something he doesn’t believe in.
But you can’t put lipstick on a pig
and call it Cyndi Lauper.
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Nowadays, we hope for a day
we won’t have to set our sky
sideways to steady its slurring head.
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S M A L L   B O D I E S

We dipped our toes into the cold water, 
let parts of our bodies disappear.

The way one thing leads to another.
We slipped in more of our bodies—our feet, 

ankles, legs up to the knee, our thighs. 
It wasn’t enough anymore to stand on the wharf 

and look out at the canal. I don’t know 
how or when we started to play dead. 

In minutes, we both lay on the coast,
allowed the tide to wash over our bodies.

We knew no feelings for which water 
was a metaphor, but we believed whatever

we rehearsed was about something
being given, then given back.
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P A R A B L E S   O F   C U T T I N G

A redfish writhes against
my grandfather’s hand.

The electric knife’s bijou blades
sing to softbelly, hum
through translucent meat

 and the moral:

that parts of us end
here, other there.

Simple thrust of teeth,
then skin’s permission.

2

To be inside the room
the night my sister
teaches herself the algebra
of vertical lines—
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to imagine her cutting
through the tender canal
of her wrist between
radius and ulna,

to say Stop.

2

My grandfather takes me
to the cleaning table
at the end of the wharf,
and with a taxidermist’s
precision, places my forearm
on the still-slimy surface,
seizes the inside of my wrist,
presses harder against
my swollen veins, prods
the part of my arm
that is now the redfish’s
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head, the part that is gills,
for a pulse, and says—

Look, with your fingers
in the gills, lift the fin,

start here.
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T H E   B O Y   L E A R N S    
R E V E R E N C E

I’ll admit, I just moved my lips
having left prayer behind—but okay,

the argument goes See the good.
See the neighbor’s girl scraping

flattened canefield rats
from tractor ruts with paper

twice-halved, see her plant kisses
on their backs even after her parents’ Stop.

See her lay them in a penny-layered
shoebox like the bones of small gods.

Anything can be ceremony with closed eyes
and background noise, like my hands cast

now in the dark machine of the toolshed.
Beside the indecisive air conditioner

beneath clouds of cotton candy insulation
with smells of menthols and sweated onions,
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this is where I am supposed to be.
The girl’s parents did not know the terms

or what she’d hid under the sidewalk’s tongue
of concrete, but she took care,

blessed it with a slurry of saliva
and sucrose sucked from a canestalk.

Yet everything I touch is dusty
or turns to dust. I am moving

my lips, making sound now, talking
to the girl on the screen porch.

She claims the rain took her rats
through the gulley to the culvert.

Moved by a sound I cannot hear,
she goes with a wind-blue dress
and bare feet. She disappears
into the storeroom of the dark O

to fetch her relic, container
flooded and hollowed by echo.
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L E T T E R

Is it too late now for the songs
to come?—the sprawl and web
of your slurred slang reverberates
through dusk—it hums.
What I answered—what I sang
the moment after your death
to the dusk rung—rings still,
clear as moon-bitten fog,
a sheer slip into possibility
that you can—will—sing back.
I am miles away from where we fixed
our fondness. I sang and the coast came,
camps and lanes falling in its wake.




